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Mr/Ms Chair"

The EU is pleased to take the floor on agenda item 7 on "Indigenous Peoples' participation in

the lJnited Nations' system".

In our recently adopted EU Council Conclusions on Indigenous Peoples, the E{J underscores

that further dialogues and consultations with indigenous peoples are imporlant to ensure that

the EU's commitments to UNDRIP as well as the Outcome Document of the 2014 World

Conference on Indigenous Peoples are taken into account in the EU's evolving policy

commitments. Today's statement is a reflection of this commitment.

Over the past months and weeks, indigenous peoples and LN Member states have worked

tirelessiy in fulfilling the request of the General Assembly resolution 7A1232, which inter alia

consists of two requests to the President of the General Assembly.

o Firstly, to conduct timely, inclusive, representative and transparent consultations with

Member states, indigenous peoples' representative institutions from all regions of the

world and existing relevant mechanisms of the LIN on the possible measures necessary

to enable the parlicipation of indigenous peoples' representative institutions in

meetings of relevant IIN bodies on issues affecting them"

o Secondly, to prepare a compiiation of the views presented during the consultations,

including on good practices regarding indigenous peoples' participation, which would

form the basis for a draft text to be finalised and adopted by the General Assembly

during its 7lth session.

This work has resulted in a compilation of possible measures necessary, including procedural

and insiitutional steps and selection criteria. This result would not have been produce<i if it
\À/asn't for the able leadership of the then President of the General Assembly, H.E. Mr

Lykketoft of Demark and his four advisors: the Permanent Representative of Finland Mr

Sauer, the Permanent Representative of Ghana Mrs Pobee as well as the two indigenous

advisors Dr Charters from the Pacific region as well as Dr Anaya from the North America

Region. On the basis of this compilation, the advisors have continued consultations and

presented a draiT resolution for consideration under the proficient leadership of the current

President of the General Assembly, H.E" Mr Thomson.

The EU wishes to thank wholeheartediy the four advisors for their creative and relentless

efforts in seeking to bridge the differences and in attempt to find common ground. Despite



progress in the form of a rich proposal, the IIN Member states have unfortunately not yet

come to an agreement on the precise measures to enable the parlicipation of indigenous

peoples' representative institutions in meetings at the I.rN on issues affecting them.

in line with its long history of consistently supporting the evolving practices and procedures

of non-state actors' participation in the uN, including indigenous peoples, the EU also

engaged actively and constructively in this process with a view for a consensual outcome.

Regarding venues, the EU has been supporlive of enhanced participation in all General

Assembly meetings, in meetings of its Znd and 3rd committees, as well as in ECOSOC and

Human Rights Council meetings.

The fact that [N Member states have not been able to agree on definite measures does not

mean that the EIJ has lost sight of the end goal. The EIJ therefore looks forward to working

on and supporting a procedural resolution that will be adopted during the remainder of the 71't

session of the GA to allow for future deliberations of this issue by IIN Member states on the

basis of the work already done and in consultation with indigenous peoples. The EIJ is

committed to contribute to a solution that upholds the achievements of lIltlDRIP and respects

the universality of human rights as well as the principles of the LN Charler.

EMRIP took an active part in starting and contributing to the discussions on the ways and

means of ensuring participation of indigenous peoples on issues affecting them in relevant UN

meetings. We ou,e EMRIP recognition for those contributions. The EU also believes that

EMRIP with its expertise and knowledge - together with the contributions of indigenous

peoples' organisation, its academic friends, National Human Rights institutions, NGO's and

Member states parlicipating in its meetings - continues to have a crucial role in informing all

choices and decisions in pursuit of this important goal.

Thank you MriMs Chair.


